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Abstract

Streams are infinite sequences over a given data type. A stream specification is a set of equations intended to define a stream. In this paper we focus on equality of streams, more precisely, for a given set of equations two stream terms are said to be equal if they are equal in every model satisfying the given equations. We investigate techniques for proving equality of streams suitable for automation. Apart from techniques that were already available in the tool CIRC from Lucanu and Roșu, we also exploit well-definedness of streams, typically proved by proving productivity. Moreover, our approach does not restrict to behavioral input format and does not require termination.

We present a tool Streambox that can prove equality of a wide range of examples fully automatically.
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1 Introduction

The stream \texttt{ones} specified by \texttt{ones} = 1 : \texttt{ones} is the infinite stream having the data element 1 on every position. The same holds for the stream \texttt{c} specified by \texttt{c} = 1 : 1 : \texttt{c}. So we expect that \texttt{c} = \texttt{ones} holds. This paper is about how to prove such stream equalities fully automatically. More precisely, given a set of stream equalities (in this case \texttt{ones} = 1 : \texttt{ones} and \texttt{c} = 1 : 1 : \texttt{c}) that are assumed to hold, can we conclude validity of another given stream equality (in this case \texttt{c} = \texttt{ones})? The semantics of this question is quite natural: we have a basic data type \(D\), typically the booleans or natural numbers, and streams are maps from natural numbers to \(D\). The question now states whether if all constants and functions occurring in the equalities are interpreted by streams and stream functions in such a way that all given equalities hold, then also the goal equality holds.

An excellent basis for treating this problem is the circular co-induction principle as presented in [12, 5, 9, 10, 13, 7], and implemented in the tool CIRC. Indeed, several interesting stream equalities can be proved fully automatically by CIRC.

Both the basic circular co-induction principle and its extension using special contexts are the basis of the current paper. However, we offer several features that are not covered by CIRC and/or its underlying theory:

- We do not require the very specific format of behavioral equations in which the root of every left hand side should be \texttt{hd} or \texttt{tl} and the given equations should be terminating when applied only from left to right. Instead we allow any set of equations on streams. Our default format is the pure stream format, the format as used in [3, 14, 15]. In this format
ones is specified by the single equation \( \text{ones} = 1 : \text{ones} \), where the similar specification in behavioral format consists of the two equations \( \text{hd}(\text{ones}) = 1 \) and \( \text{tl}(\text{ones}) = \text{ones} \).

- We have a simple syntactic criterion for checking for special contexts: we introduce guardedness (Definition 4.4) and show that all contexts composed from symbols satisfying this guardedness, are special.
- In case an equality proof requires auxiliary lemmas, we do not need to enter these lemmas ourselves, but our tool Streambox generates and uses suitable lemmas fully automatically.
- If a particular stream is uniquely defined by a set of equations, and some term satisfies these equations, we may conclude that that term is equal to that stream. In this way we may exploit earlier techniques to prove that a stream is uniquely defined, for instance by proving productivity. In case this is appropriate, our tool Streambox calls a current tool for proving context-sensitive termination for proving productivity, typically succeeding for equations that are non-terminating themselves. In this way state-of-the-art termination tools are exploited for proving stream equality.

Combining these features, Streambox can prove several non-trivial equalities fully automatically, like the property that the Toeplitz stream is the boolean derivative of the Thue-Morse stream, as we shall see in Example 6.4.

The tool CIRC is based on the rewriting engine Maude, in particular using rewriting to normal form as the mechanism to check convertibility. However, for this mechanism the equations are only used in one direction, and the approach typically fails if this rewriting is non-terminating.

Only rewriting in one direction gives undesirable restrictions. For instance, if a stream function \( f \) is defined by \( f(\sigma) = 0 : f(\sigma) \), and a stream \( a \) is defined by \( a = f(a) \), then \( a \) will coincide with \( 0 : a \) as is very easily shown by the following conversion:

\[
a = f(a) = 0 : f(a) = 0 : a.
\]

However, in this conversion the equality \( a = f(a) \) is used in both directions, so plain rewriting fails to derive this very simple equality. Polishing the rules, for instance by completion, could be helpful but also has limitations. Applying the rule \( a \rightarrow f(a) \) will cause non-termination, and \( f(a) \rightarrow a \) will cause critical pairs with the defining rule for \( f \). In this very simple example Knuth-Bendix completion of the equations will succeed, but for many other examples, for instance involving commutativity, this does not hold. Moreover, in a typical scenario the set of equations for which convertibility of two terms has to be tested is not one static set, but is extended all time by co-induction hypotheses and proved goals and lemmas, for which ongoing Knuth-Bendix completion would be problematic.

So instead of forcing to do rewriting in only one direction and requiring termination, a crucial building block of our approach is a check for general convertibility without these restrictions. Accordingly, we developed our own tooling Streambox from scratch.

A typical example for which our tool Streambox succeeds is in proving \( M = 0 : M \), where \( M \) is specified by both \( M = f(M) \) and \( M = g(M) \), for \( f \) and \( g \) defined mutually recursively by

\[
f(x : \sigma) = 0 : g(\sigma), \quad g(x : \sigma) = x : f(\sigma).
\]

Here \( x \) is a boolean variable and \( \sigma \) is a stream variable. Indeed, \( f \) replaces every symbol on an even position by 0, and \( g \) does the same for odd positions, so if \( M = f(M) \) and \( M = g(M) \) then indeed \( M \) has to consist only of zeros, by which \( M = 0 : M \) should hold. Our goal is that such a property can be proved fully automatically after entering only these equations. Extensive experiments show failure of CIRC on all variants we could think of:
keeping the $M$-rules as they are will yield non-termination, while reversing them yields non-unique normal forms caused by combinations of rules like $f(M) = M$ and $\text{hd}(f(\sigma)) = 0$.

Conceptually, our notions of circular co-induction and the use of special contexts is the same as in \cite{9, 10, 13, 7}. However, we do not restrict to the behavioral format as required there, by which the underlying definitions look quite different. As streams have a natural semantics as mappings from natural numbers to data, it is natural to relate the notions of validity to this semantics. We succeeded in presenting the theory for arbitrary sets of stream equations based on this semantics. In this paper both the validity of the basic circular co-induction principle (Theorem 3.1) and its extension to special contexts (Theorem 4.2) is proved directly by induction on natural numbers, making the theory self-contained and independent of \cite{9, 10, 13, 7} or any theory of co-induction. More abstract variants of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.2 are given in \cite{10, 13}; there they are proved in a more abstract setting in which it is left implicit that streams are a valid instance.

Most of our theory easily generalizes to other infinite data types, like infinite binary trees. However, in order to keep notations simple we chose to focus on streams. It turns out that involved underlying proof principles already appear in streams, and can be motivated by small boolean stream examples. Our theory is given for streams over arbitrary data types (specified by finite constructor ground terms). In the implementation and most of the examples we restrict to the boolean case in which 0 and 1 are the only data elements. Example 3.4 shows how our theory can be applied for stream over natural numbers.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic setting and its semantics. In Section 3 we present the basic version of the principal of circular co-induction. In Section 4 we extend this to special contexts and investigate how to recognize special contexts when given in pure stream format, the standard format as used in [3, 14, 15]. In Section 5 we present how to prove equality by using that a stream or stream function is uniquely defined, typically to be proved by proving productivity. Next, in Section 6 we discuss our implementation. We conclude in Section 7.

## 2 Streams: Specifications and Models

In stream specifications we have two sorts: $s$ (stream) and $d$ (data). We assume the set $D$ of data elements to consist of ground terms $T(\Sigma_d)$ over some signature $\Sigma_d$ of which all symbols are of type $d^n \to d$ for some $n \geq 0$. We will focus on the boolean case where $D = \Sigma_d = \{0, 1\}$.

We assume three particular symbols:

- $:$ having type $d \times s \to s$;
- $\text{hd}$ having type $s \to d$;
- $\text{tl}$ having type $s \to s$.

Apart from the symbols in $\Sigma_d \cup \{:, \text{hd}, \text{tl}\}$ there is a set $\Sigma$ of user defined symbols, each being of type $d^n \times s^m \to s$ or $d^n \times s^m \to d$ for $n, m \geq 0$.

We assume a set $X_s$ of variables of sort $s$ and a set $X_d$ of variables of sort $d$. Using all these ingredients we can build (well-sorted) terms:

- $x$ is a term of sort $d$ if $x \in X_d$,
- $\sigma$ is a term of sort $s$ if $\sigma \in X_s$,
- if $u_1, \ldots, u_n$ are terms of sort $d$, and $t_1, \ldots, t_m$ of sort $s$, then $f(u_1, \ldots, u_n, t_1, \ldots, t_m)$ is a term of sort $d$ if $f \in \Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{\text{hd}\}$ has type $d^n \times s^m \to d$, and a term of sort $s$ if $f \in \Sigma \cup \{:, \text{tl}\}$ has type $d^n \times s^m \to s$.

The set of all such terms is denoted by $T(\Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{:, \text{hd}, \text{tl}\}, X_d, X_s)$.
As a notational convention variables of sort $d$ will be denoted by $x, y$, terms of sort $d$ by $u, v$, variables of sort $s$ by $\sigma, \tau$, and terms of sort $s$ by $t, t_i$.

**Definition 2.1.** An equation is a pair $(\ell, r) \in T(\Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{\cdot, \text{hd}, \text{tl}\}, X_d, X_s)^2$ such that $\ell$ and $r$ are of the same sort.

An equation $(\ell, r)$ is usually written as $\ell = r$.

A stream specification is defined to be a set of equations.

**Example 2.2.** For specifying the Thue-Morse stream $morse$ as extensively studied e.g. in [1], we have $D = \Sigma_d = \{0, 1\}$. There are two equations of sort $d$:

$\text{not}(0) = 1, \quad \text{not}(1) = 0$,

and the following equations of sort $s$:

\[
\begin{align*}
morse & = 0 : \text{zip}(\text{inv}(morse), \text{tl}(morse)) \\
\text{inv}(x : \sigma) & = \text{not}(x) : \text{inv}(\sigma) \quad \text{zip}(x : \sigma, \tau) = x : \text{zip}(\tau, \sigma)
\end{align*}
\]

Stream specifications are intended to specify streams for the constants in $\Sigma$ of sort $s$, and stream functions for the other elements of $\Sigma$ of sort $s$. Similarly, elements of $\Sigma$ of sort $d$ should specify data elements and data functions. The combination of these streams and functions is what we will call a stream model.

More precisely, a stream over $D$ is a map from the natural numbers to $D$. Write $S = D^\omega$ for the set of all streams over $D$. In case of $D = \emptyset$ we have $S = \emptyset$; in case of $\# D = 1$ we have $\# S = 1$. So in non-degenerate cases we have $\# D \geq 2$.

**Definition 2.3.** A stream model over $\Sigma_d \cup \Sigma$ is defined to consist of the set $S = D^\omega$ and a set of functions and constants $[f]$ for every $f \in \Sigma$, where $[f] : D^n \times S^m \to S$ if the type of $f \in \Sigma$ is $d^n \times s^m \to s$, and $[f] : D^n \times S^m \to D$ if the type of $f \in \Sigma$ is $d^n \times s^m \to d$.

Apart from the functions and constants $[f]$ for every $f \in \Sigma$, we also have $[f]$ for every $f \in \Sigma_d \cup \{\cdot, \text{hd}, \text{tl}\}$, defined as follows:

- $[f](u_1, \ldots, u_n) = f(u_1, \ldots, u_n)$ for $f \in \Sigma_d$ of type $d^n \to d$, $u_1, \ldots, u_n \in T(\Sigma_d)$, for $n \geq 0$.
- For $u \in T(\Sigma_d)$ and $s \in S$ the stream $[\cdot](u, s)$ is defined by
  \[
  [\cdot](u, s)(0) = u, \quad [\cdot](u, s)(n + 1) = s(n)
  \]
  for every $n \geq 0$.
- $[\text{hd}](s) = s(0)$ for $s \in S$.
- For $s \in S$ the stream $[\text{tl}](s)$ is defined by
  \[
  [\text{tl}](s)(n) = s(n + 1)
  \]
  for every $n \geq 0$.

A variable assignment $\alpha$ is defined to be a map $\alpha : X_d \cup X_s \to D \cup S$ such that $\alpha(x) \in D$ for $x \in X_d$ and $\alpha(\sigma) \in S$ for $\sigma \in X_s$.

For $t \in T(\Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{\cdot, \text{hd}, \text{tl}\}, X_d, X_s)$ and a variable assignments $\alpha : X_d \cup X_s \to D \cup S$ the stream interpretation $[t, \alpha]$ in the stream model $(S, ([f]_{f \in \Sigma}))$ is defined inductively by:

\[
\begin{align*}
|x, \alpha| & = \alpha(x) & \text{for } x \in X_d \\
|\sigma, \alpha| & = \alpha(\sigma) & \text{for } \sigma \in X_s \\
[f(u_1, \ldots, u_n, t_1, \ldots, t_m), \alpha] & = [f][[u_1, \alpha], \ldots, [u_n, \alpha], [t_1, \alpha], \ldots, [t_m, \alpha]]
\end{align*}
\]
for all terms \( u_1, \ldots, u_n \) of sort \( d \) and all terms \( t_1, \ldots, t_m \) of sort \( s \), and every \( f \in \Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{:, \text{hd}, \text{tl}\} \) of type \( d^n \times s^m \to d \) or \( d^n \times s^m \to s \).

In case \( t \) is a ground term then \([t, \alpha]\) does not depend on \( \alpha \), and we simply write \([t]\) rather than \([t, \alpha]\).

\[\text{Definition 2.4.}\] An equation \( \ell = r \) is defined to hold in the stream model, or the stream model satisfies the equation \( \ell = r \), if \([\ell, \alpha] = [r, \alpha]\) for every variable assignment \( \alpha \). A stream model is said to satisfy a set of equations if it satisfies each of its equations.

So summarizing: a stream model consists of streams, and interpretations of function symbols as functions on streams. For the symbols \( :, \text{hd}, \text{tl} \) the interpretations are predefined; for the other symbols the choice is free. As the interpretations of \( :, \text{hd}, \text{tl} \) are fixed it is expected that some corresponding equations hold in every model. Indeed this is the case.

Let \( E_{ht} \) be the set of equations:

\[
E_{ht} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{hd}(x : \sigma) & = x \\
\text{tl}(x : \sigma) & = \sigma \\
\text{hd}(\sigma) : \text{tl}(\sigma) & = \sigma
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[\text{Lemma 2.5.}\] Every stream model satisfies \( E_{ht} \).

\[\text{Proof.}\] We have to check that all three equations of \( E_{ht} \) hold in every stream model. Using the definitions of \([\cdot] \), \([\text{hd}], [\text{tl}]\) we obtain

\[
[h\text{d}(x : \sigma), \alpha] = [h\text{d}([x : \sigma, \alpha]) = [x : \sigma, \alpha](0)];([x, \alpha], [\sigma, \alpha])(0) = [x, \alpha],
\]

proving the first equation holds, and

\[
[t\text{l}(x : \sigma), \alpha](i) = [t\text{l}([x : \sigma, \alpha])(i) = [x : \sigma, \alpha](i + 1) = [x, \alpha], [\sigma, \alpha])(i + 1) = [\sigma, \alpha](i)
\]

for every \( i \geq 0 \), proving that the second equation holds. For the last equation we have to prove that \([h\text{d}(\sigma) : t\text{l}(\sigma), \alpha](i) = [\sigma, \alpha](i)\) for every \( i \geq 0 \). For \( i = 0 \) this holds since

\[
[h\text{d}(\sigma) : t\text{l}(\sigma), \alpha](0) = [\sigma, \alpha][0] = [h\text{d}(\sigma), \alpha]([t\text{l}(\sigma), \alpha])(0) = [h\text{d}(\sigma), \alpha] = [\sigma, \alpha](0);
\]

for \( i > 0 \) this holds since

\[
[h\text{d}(\sigma) : t\text{l}(\sigma), \alpha](i) = [\sigma, \alpha](i) = [h\text{d}(\sigma), \alpha], [t\text{l}(\sigma), \alpha])(i) = [t\text{l}(\sigma), \alpha](i - 1) = [\sigma, \alpha](i).
\]

Now we arrive at the central notion of this paper.

\[\text{Definition 2.6.}\] An equation \( \ell = r \) is defined to hold with respect to a stream specification \( E \), notation \( E \models \ell = r \), if \( \ell = r \) holds in every stream model satisfying \( E \).

A set \( E' \) of equations is defined to hold with respect to a stream specification \( E \), notation \( E \models E' \), if \( E \models \ell = r \) for every \( \ell = r \in E' \).

For a stream specification \( E \) we write \( =_E \) for the congruence generated by \( E \), that is, the closure of \( E \) with respect to reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, contexts and substitution. Only using \( =_E \) is called equational reasoning.

We obviously have the following theorem.

\[\text{Theorem 2.7.}\] For every equation \( \ell = r \) satisfying \( \models =_{E \cup E_{ht}} \) we have \( E \models \ell = r \).

The converse of Theorem 2.7 is not true: typically \( E \models \ell = r \) may hold while \( \ell =_{E \cup E_{ht}} r \) does not hold. For instance, if \( E \) consists of the two equations \( c = 0 : c \) and \( d = 0 : d \), then in every model both \([c]\) and \([d]\) are equal to stream only consisting of zeros, so \( E \models c = d \). However, to prove this equational reasoning is not sufficient: \( c =_{E \cup E_{ht}} d \) does not hold.
3 Basic circular co-induction

A main goal of this paper is to extend Theorem 2.7 to more powerful syntactic techniques suitable for implementation for concluding $E \models \ell = r$, which are still based on equational reasoning. As long as the elements of the intended models can be interpreted as finite terms, inductive theorem proving is the standard approach for this kind of questions. However, here we deal with streams, that can be seen as infinite terms, and for which we need co-induction rather than induction.

For expressing the versions of the co-induction principle as we consider them, we need a fresh freeze symbol $fr$ of type $s \rightarrow d$. This freeze symbol is used to force that the co-induction hypothesis is only used on top level, and not on subterms. This idea originates from [6], in which square brackets are used as the notation for the freeze operator.

For a set $E'$ of equations of sort $s$ we write $fr(E')$ for the set of equations $fr(\ell) = fr(r)$ for $\ell = r \in E'$. The following theorem can be seen as an instance of Theorem 2 in [13]; for completeness we give a full proof based on our stream semantics and independent of the more abstract and general setting of [13].

► Theorem 3.1 (Basic circular co-induction). Let $E$ be a stream specification and $E'$ a set of equations of sort $s$, both not containing the symbol $fr$, such that

1. $E \models hd(\ell) = hd(r)$ for all $\ell \in E'$, and
2. $E \cup fr(E') \models fr(tl(\ell)) = fr(tl(r))$ for all $\ell, r \in E'$.

Then $E \models E'$.

Proof. Take an arbitrary stream model satisfying $E$; we have to prove that for all $\ell = r \in E'$ we have $[\ell, \alpha] = [r, \alpha]$ for every $\alpha$, that is, $[\ell, \alpha](n) = [r, \alpha](n)$ for every $n \geq 0$. We do this by induction on $n$.

For $n = 0$ take $\ell = r \in E'$. We use the property $E \models hd(\ell) = hd(r)$ from which we conclude $[hd(\ell), \alpha] = [hd(r), \alpha]$. We obtain $[\ell, \alpha](0) = [hd(\ell), \alpha] = [hd(r), \alpha] = [r, \alpha](0)$.

For $n > 0$ we assume $[\ell, \alpha](n-1) = [r, \alpha](n-1)$ for every $\alpha$ and every $\ell, r \in E'$ as the induction hypothesis. For every $\ell \in E'$ we have to prove $[\ell, \alpha](n) = [r, \alpha](n)$, again for every $\alpha$. As $fr$ does neither occur in $E$ nor in $\ell = r$, both the assumption that the model satisfies $E$ and the induction hypothesis are independent of the symbol $fr$, and we are still free to define $[fr]$. Let us define $[fr](s) = s(n-1)$ for every stream $s$. Using the induction hypothesis, then for every $\alpha$ we have

$$[fr(\ell), \alpha] = [\ell, \alpha](n-1) = [r, \alpha](n-1) = [fr(r), \alpha],$$

so our model satisfies $fr(\ell) = fr(r)$ for all $\ell \in E'$. So from $E \cup fr(E') \models fr(tl(\ell)) = fr(tl(r))$ we conclude that $[fr(tl(\ell)), \alpha] = [fr(tl(r)), \alpha]$, for all $\ell, r \in E'$. We obtain

$$[\ell, \alpha](n) = [fr(tl(\ell)), \alpha] = [fr(tl(r)), \alpha] = [r, \alpha](n),$$

concluding the proof. ▶

The set $fr(E')$ in the second requirement of Theorem 3.1 is called the co-induction hypothesis.

► Example 3.2. Let $E$ consists of the two equations $c = 0 : c$ and $d = 0 : d$. Then $E \models c = d$ is proved using Theorem 3.1 as follows. Choose $E' = \{c = d\}$. Here and in the following in equational reasoning we will abbreviate $=_{E \cup fr(E')}$ to $\equiv$.

The first requirement $E \models hd(c) = hd(d)$ follows from

$$hd(0 : c) = 0 = hd(0 : d) = hd(d).$$
The second requirement follows from
\[ \text{fr}(\text{tl}(c)) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(0 : c)) = \text{fr}(c) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(d)) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(d)), \]
using the co-induction hypothesis \( \text{fr}(c) = \text{fr}(d) \). So Theorem 3.1 implies \( E \models c = d \).

The basic machinery of our approach consists of combining Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 3.1: for proving \( E \models \ell = r \) first it is tried to prove \( \ell = \{ \ell = r \} \). If this succeeds we are done, otherwise Theorem 3.1 is tried for \( E' = \{ \ell = r \} \). For the proof obligations of Theorem 3.1 again first Theorem 2.7 is tried, as was successful in Example 3.2. Where this fails, the failing proof obligation is added to \( E' \) after removing the fr symbols, and using this extended \( E' \) Theorem 3.1 is tried. This may be repeated any number of times. In a typical scenario in this way a finite set \( E' \) is found for which Theorem 3.1 applies. In this way not only validity of \( \ell = r \) is proved, but also of any rule in \( E' \).

\begin{example}
Let \( E \) consist of the equations
\[
\begin{align*}
zeros & = 0 : zeros \\
ones & = 1 : ones \\
zip(x : \sigma, \tau) & = x : \text{zip}(\tau, \sigma).
\end{align*}
\]
Then \( E \models \text{alt} = \text{zip}(zeros, ones) \) is proved using Theorem 3.1 as follows. First choose \( E' = \{ \text{alt} = \text{zip}(zeros, ones) \} \). The first requirement follows from
\[
\text{hd}(\text{alt}) = \text{hd}(0 : 1 : \text{alt}) = 0 = \text{hd}(0 : \text{zip}(ones, zeros)) =
\]
\[
\text{hd}(\text{zip}(0 : zeros, ones)) = \text{hd}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones)).
\]
For the second requirement we need \( \text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{alt})) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones))) \), for which equational reasoning using the co-induction hypothesis fails. So we add the equation \( \text{tl}(\text{alt}) = \text{tl}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones)) \) to \( E' \) and try again to apply Theorem 3.1. By this addition now we obtain the requirements for the original equation in \( E' \) for free, and only need to consider the new equation. Now equational reasoning yields \( \text{hd}(\text{tl}(\text{alt})) = 1 = \text{hd}(\text{tl}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones))) \), and for the second requirement we use the co-induction hypothesis \( \text{fr}(\text{alt}) = \text{fr}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones)) \) to obtain
\[
\text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{alt})) = \text{fr}(\text{alt}) = \text{fr}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones)) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{zip}(zeros, ones)))
\]
concluding the proof.
\end{example}

\begin{example}
Consider streams over the naturals, that is, \( \Sigma_d \) consists of a constant 0 and a unary symbol \( s \) representing successor. Let \( E \) consist of the equations
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{from}(x) & = x : \text{from}(s(x)) \\
\text{from2}(x) & = x : \text{from2}(s(s(x))) \\
zip(x : \sigma, \tau) & = x : \text{zip}(\tau, \sigma).
\end{align*}
\]
We will prove \( E \models \text{from}(x) = \text{zip}(\text{from2}(x), \text{from2}(s(s(x)))) \) using Theorem 3.1. Choose \( E' = \{ \text{from}(x) = \text{zip}(\text{from2}(x), \text{from2}(s(s(x)))) \} \). The first requirement follows from
\[
\text{hd}(\text{from}(x)) = \text{hd}(x : \text{from}(s(x))) = x = \text{hd}(x : \text{zip}(\text{from2}(s(s(x))), \text{from2}(s(s(x)))))) =
\]
\[
\text{hd}(\text{zip}(x : \text{from2}(s(s(x))), \text{from2}(s(s(x)))))) = \text{hd}(\text{from}(x), \text{from}(s(s(x))))).\]
The second requirement follows from
\[
\text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{from}(x))) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(x : \text{from}(s(s(x)))))) = \text{fr}(\text{from}(s(s(x)))) = \text{fr}(E')
\]

fr(zip(from2(s(x)), from2(s(s(x))))) = fr(tl(x : zip(from2(s(x)), from2(s(s(x)))))) =
fr(tl(zip(x : from2(s(s(x))), from2(s(x))))) = fr(tl(zip(from2(x), from2(s(x)))))
by which the claim has been proved by Theorem 3.1. In particular, for x = 0 this yields that
the stream from(0) of natural numbers is the zip of the stream from2(0) of even numbers and
the stream from2(s(0)) of odd numbers.

More complicated examples over the natural numbers typically will require a combination
of circular co-induction and induction over the natural numbers.

4 Special contexts

Next we present a powerful generalization of Theorem 3.1: instead of only assuming fr(ℓ) =
fr(r) we may also assume fr(C[ℓ]) = fr(C[r]) for special contexts C, where roughly speaking
for every n the n-th element of the stream represented by C[s] only depends on the first n
elements of the stream represented by s. This notion originates from [6, 10]. As conceptually
our notion is the same, we keep the terminology special context as introduced there.

> **Definition 4.1.** A context C of sort s and the hole of sort s is called special with respect
to a stream specification, if for every stream model, for every α, every n ≥ 0, and every pair
of terms t, t’ of sort s the following holds:

If [t, α](i) = [t’, α](i) for all i ≤ n, then [C[t], α](n) = [C[t’], α](n).

For example, the empty context □ is special; as a consequence of Theorem 4.5 we will
conclude that zip(□, σ) and zip(σ, □) and inv(□) are special contexts with respect to the
stream specification from Example 2.2.

As the first element of tl(t) is the second element of t, we observe that the context tl(□)
is not special. In Example 4.3 we will show that even(□) is not a special context.

The requirement of a context C to be special is that [C[·], α] is a causal function on
streams, that is, for every n the first n elements of the output stream only depend on the
first n elements of the input stream. Such causal functions have been studied co-algebraically,
e.g., in [8].

Since by definition the empty context is a special context, Theorem 3.1 is a direct
consequence of the following theorem, which can be seen as an instance of Theorem 3 in [10].
For completeness we give a full proof based on our stream semantics and our corresponding
definition of special context.

> **Theorem 4.2 (Circular co-induction with special contexts).** Let E be a stream specification
and E’ a set of equations of sort s, both not containing the symbol fr, such that

1. E |= hd(ℓ) = hd(r) for all ℓ = r ∈ E’, and
2. E ∪ {fr(C[ℓ]) = fr(C[r])} | C is a special context, ℓ = r ∈ E’ |= fr(tl(ℓ)) = fr(tl(r)) for all
   ℓ = r ∈ E’.

Then E |= E’.

**Proof.** Take an arbitrary stream model satisfying E; we have to prove that [ℓ, α] = [r, α] for
every α and every ℓ = r ∈ E’, that is, [ℓ, α](n) = [r, α](n) for every n ≥ 0. We do this by
induction on n.

For n = 0 we use the property E |= hd(ℓ) = hd(r) from which we conclude [hd(ℓ), α] =
[hd(r), α]. We obtain [ℓ, α](0) = [r, α](0).

For n > 0 we assume as the induction hypothesis [ℓ, α](i) = [r, α](i) for every α and every
i < n, for all ℓ = r ∈ E’, and we have to prove [ℓ, α](n) = [r, α](n), again for every α and
\( \ell = r \in E' \). As \( \text{fr} \) does neither occur in \( E \) nor in \( E' \), both the assumption that the model satisfies \( E \) and the induction hypothesis are independent of the symbol \( \text{fr} \), and we are still free to define \( [\text{fr}] \). Just like in the proof of Theorem 3.1 define \( \text{fr}(s) = s(n-1) \) for every stream \( s \). Let \( C \) be any special context. Using the induction hypothesis and the definition of special context, for every \( \alpha \) and \( \ell = r \in E' \) we obtain

\[
[\text{fr}(C[\ell], \alpha)] = [C[\ell], \alpha](n-1) = [C[r], \alpha](n-1) = [\text{fr}(C[l], \alpha)],
\]

so our model satisfies \( \text{fr}(C[\ell]) = \text{fr}(C[r]) \). As this holds for every special context and \( \ell = r \in E' \), and the model still satisfies \( E \), from the condition of the theorem we conclude that the model also satisfies \( \text{fr}(t(l)) = \text{fr}(t(l(r))) \) for any \( \ell = r \in E' \). Hence we obtain

\[
[\ell, \alpha](n) = [\text{fr}(t(l)), \alpha] = [\text{fr}(t(l(r))), \alpha] = [r, \alpha](n),
\]

concluding the proof.

**Example 4.3.** We start by a negative example. Let \( E \) consists of the four equations

\[
even(x : \sigma) = x : \text{odd}(\sigma), \quad \text{odd}(x : \sigma) = \text{even}(\sigma), \quad c = 0 : \text{even}(c), \quad d = 0 : \text{even}(d).
\]

We now will show that \( \text{even}(\square) \) is not a special context. Consider two streams: one only consisting of zeros, and the other starting by two zeros, and followed by only ones. Then both satisfy the equations for \( c \) and \( d \), so we conclude \( E \not\models c = d \).

Next assume that \( \text{even}(\square) \) is a special context. The first condition of Theorem 4.2 for proving \( E \models c = \text{zeros} \) is easily checked:

\[
\text{hd}(c) = \text{hd}(0 : \text{even}(c)) = 0 = \text{hd}(0 : \text{even}(d)) = \text{hd}(d).
\]

Using the co-induction hypothesis \( \text{fr}(\text{even}(c)) = \text{fr}(\text{even}(d)) \) also the second condition holds:

\[
\text{fr}(t(l(c))) = \text{fr}(t(0 : \text{even}(c))) = \text{fr}(\text{even}(c)) = \text{fr}(\text{even}(d)) = \text{fr}(t(l(0 : \text{even}(d)))) = \text{fr}(t(l(d))).
\]

So by Theorem 4.2 we would conclude \( E \models c = d \), contradicting the assumption that \( \text{even}(\square) \) is a special context.

Theorem 4.2 becomes useful if we have a syntactic criterion to check whether a particular context is special. A suitable criterion is **friendly nestingness** as was introduced in [3] for establishing productivity. The underlying idea is that when using equations from left to right, at each step at most one stream element is consumed and at least one element is produced. Although the underlying idea is the same, for our purpose we need less conditions, for instance, we do not require orthogonality. In other settings this idea is also called guardedness, e.g., in process algebra, where a recursive specification is called guarded if right-hand sides can be rewritten to a choice among terms all having a constructor on top, see e.g. [2], Section 5.5.

To avoid confusion with the more restricted notion of friendly nestingness, we prefer to call it guardedness. Where the rest of this paper allows arbitrary equations, this guardedness criterion for detecting special contexts is the only spot where we focus on the pure stream format as given in [3, 14, 15].

**Definition 4.4.** A stream specification \( E \) over \( \Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{; : \text{hd}, \text{tl} \} \) is called **guarded** if no symbol of sort \( d \) in \( \Sigma \) has an argument of sort \( s \), and all equations \( \ell = r \) of \( E \) of sort \( s \) satisfy

- the symbols \( \text{hd} \) and \( \text{tl} \) do not occur in \( \ell \) and \( r \),
- \( r \) is not a variable, and the root of \( r \) is \( ; \).
Then every context over $t$ the induction hypothesis $t_1l$ and some context of guardedness, where the root of $\rho$ here every $t$ prove the claim for such an equation $E$. We prove the theorem by proving the following claim by induction on $n$:

**Claim:** If terms $t, t'$ of sort $s$ satisfy $[t, \alpha](i) = [t', \alpha](i)$ for all $i \leq n$, then $[C[t], \alpha](i) = [C[t'], \alpha](i)$ for all $i \leq n$, for every context $C$ of sort $s$ in which all symbols on the path from the root to the hole (of sort $j$) are in $\Sigma' \cup \{\}$. For $C = \square$ being the empty context the claim is trivial. For a context in which the hole $\square$ is of sort $i < n$, we only need to prove $[C[t], \alpha](n) = [C[t'], \alpha](n)$.

In case $f = :$ we have $C = u_1 : \square$. For $n = 0$ we conclude $[C[t], \alpha](0) = [u_1, \alpha] = [C[t'], \alpha](0)$, and for $n > 0$ we conclude

$$[C[t], \alpha](n) = [t_1t, \alpha](n-1) = [t_1t', \alpha](n-1) = [C[t'], \alpha](n)$$

by the induction hypothesis.

It remains to prove $[C[t], \alpha](n) = [C[t'], \alpha](n)$ for $C = f(u_1, \ldots, u_n, t_1, \ldots, t_m)$ for $f \in \Sigma'$ and $t_1 = \square$. For any term $v$ we have

$$[C[v], \alpha] = [f(u_1, \ldots, u_n, t_1, \ldots, t_{l-1}, v, t_{l+1}, \ldots, t_m)], \alpha].$$

Here every $u_i$ may be replaced by the data element $[u_1, \alpha]$, and every $t_i$ may be replaced by $[t_i, \alpha](0)$ : $\rho(t_i)$, since $[t_i, \alpha] = [[t_i, \alpha](0) : \rho(t_i), \alpha]$ by Lemma 2.5, and similar for $v$. Now the resulting term matches with $\ell$ for some equation $\ell = r$ in $E'$, due to the definition of guardedness, where the root of $r$ is $\square$. Then $[C[v], \alpha] = [u : C'[t](v)]^*, \alpha$ for some $u \in D$ and some context $C'$ having no more or holes, and every path from the root to a hole only contains symbols from $\Sigma' \cup \{\}$. The 's in $C'[t](v)]^*$ means that every hole is filled by $\rho(t)(v)$. For $n = 0$ we obtain $[C[t], \alpha](0) = [u : \ldots, \alpha](0) = [C[t'], \alpha](0)$, for $n > 0$ we apply the induction hypothesis on $C'$ and the two terms $\rho(t)$ and $\rho(t')$. The condition of the induction hypothesis for $n - 1$ is $[\rho(t), \alpha](i) = [\rho(t'), \alpha](i)$ for all $i \leq n - 1$, which follows from the assumption $[t, \alpha](i) = [t', \alpha](i)$ for all $i \leq n$. So by the induction hypothesis we conclude $C'[t](v)]^*, \alpha](n-1) = [C'[t'](v)]^*, \alpha](n-1)$. In case $C'$ has 1 hole it is immediate, in case $C'$ has $k$ holes this is concluded by applying the induction hypothesis $k$ times.

We conclude

$$[C[t], \alpha](n) = [u : C'[t](v)]^*, \alpha](n) = [C'[t](v)]^*, \alpha](n-1) = [u : C'[t'](v)]^*, \alpha](n) = [C'[t'], \alpha](n),$$

for any $\rho$ such that $t = \ell \rho$. 

**Theorem 4.5.** Let a stream specification $E$ over $\Sigma \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{; : \rho, t\}$ be given, and subsets $E' \subseteq E$ and $\Sigma' \subseteq \Sigma$ such that $E'$ over $\Sigma' \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{; : \rho, t\}$ is a guarded stream specification. Then every context over $\Sigma' \cup \Sigma_d \cup \{\} \cup X_s \cup X_d$ of sort $s$ is special with respect to $E'$.
concluding the proof.

Example 4.6. Let $E$ consist of the two equations

$$\text{zip}(x : \sigma, \tau) = x : \text{zip}(\tau, \sigma), \quad \text{ones} = 1 : \text{zip(ones, ones)}.$$  

We want to prove that $E \models \text{ones} = 1 : \text{ones}$. Applying the standard approach based on Theorem 3.1 turns out to fail: $E'$ will be extended forever by terms containing an increasing number of zip symbols. Instead, using Theorem 4.2 easily applies: according to Theorem 4.5 $\text{zip}(\emptyset, \sigma)$ is a special context, by which we may use the co-induction hypothesis $\text{fr}((\text{zip(ones, \sigma)})) = \text{fr}(\text{zip(1 : ones, \sigma)})$.

For proving $E \models \text{ones} = 1 : \text{ones}$ by Theorem 4.2 it remains to prove $\text{hd(ones)} = \text{hd(1 : ones)}$, which is straightforward.

5 Exploiting unicity

Several techniques have been developed to prove that a stream specification has a unique solution, many of which are based on the notion of productivity. These techniques can be used for proving equality: if we want to prove $E \models c = t$ for some stream constant $c$ having a unique solution, then we can try to prove that $t$ satisfies the equations for $c$, that is, $E \models \ell \Downarrow = r \Downarrow$ for every equation $\ell = r$ in $E$ containing the symbol $c$, where $\Downarrow$ means that every symbol $c$ is replaced by $t$. If this is the case, then both $[c]$ and $[t]$ satisfy the equations for $c$ in every model, and since this is unique we conclude $[c] = [t]$ in every model, so proving $E \models c = t$. In this section we describe this approach in detail, also for functions rather than only for constants $c$, and give an example for which all earlier techniques fail and we make use of recent techniques to prove productivity.

Definition 5.1. A function symbol $f \in \Sigma$ is called uniquely defined with respect to a set $E$ of equations if $[f]_1 = [f]_2$ for every two models $[\cdot]_1$, $[\cdot]_2$ satisfying $E$.

Theorem 5.2. Let $E$ be a set of equations such that a symbol $f$ is uniquely defined with respect to $E$. Let $t = t'$ be an equation for which $f$ is the root of $t$, and all arguments of $f$ in $t$ are variables, all distinct. Moreover, all variables in $t'$ occur in $t$, and the symbol $f$ does not occur in $t'$. Write $\Downarrow$ for the normal formal with respect to the single rule $t \rightarrow t'$. Assume $E \models \ell \Downarrow = r \Downarrow$ for all equations $\ell = r$ in $E$. Then $E \models t = t'$.

Proof. Let $[\cdot]_1$ be any model satisfying $E$; we have to prove that $[t, \alpha]_1 = [t', \alpha]_1$ for every variable assignment $\alpha$. Define $[\cdot]_2$ by $[g]_2 = [g]_1$ for every symbol $g \neq f$, and let $[f]_2$ interpret $t'$, that is, if $t = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m)$, then $[f]_2(d_1, \ldots, d_n, s_1, \ldots, s_m) = [t', \alpha]_1$ for $\alpha$ defined by $\alpha(x_i) = d_i$, $\alpha(\sigma_i) = s_i$. So by definition we have $[t, \alpha]_2 = [t', \alpha]_1$ for every $\alpha$. Using this, one proves by induction on the structure of $v$ that $[v, \alpha]_2 = [v \Downarrow, \alpha]_1$ for every term $v$ and every $\alpha$. Hence for every equation $\ell = r$ in $E$ and every $\alpha$ we obtain

$$[t, \alpha]_2 = [t \Downarrow, \alpha]_1 = [r \Downarrow, \alpha]_1 = [r, \alpha]_2,$$

so the model $[\cdot]_2$ satisfies $E$. Since $f$ is uniquely defined we now conclude $[f]_1 = [f]_2$, so

$$[t]_1 = [t, \alpha]_1 = [t', \alpha]_1$$

for every $\alpha$, concluding the proof.
Example 5.3. Let $E$ consist of the equations

$$
\begin{align*}
  a &= 0 : f(a)  & f(0 : \sigma) &= 1 : 0 : f(\sigma) \\
  \text{alt} &= 0 : 1 : \text{alt}  & f(1 : \sigma) &= f(\sigma).
\end{align*}
$$

We want to prove that $E \models a = \text{alt}$. Earlier techniques fail for doing this automatically, but we can apply Theorem 5.2 for the term $t = a$. First we have to prove that $a$ is uniquely defined. This follows from productivity of all ground terms, which is proved using Theorem 4.1 from [15]. To this end context-sensitive termination of $E$ has to be proved for the instance of context-sensitive rewriting in which rewriting is allowed on all arguments of all symbols except for the second argument of `$\sigma$'. This is easily proved fully automatically by tools like AProVE [4] and $\mu$-Term [11].

Then by Theorem 5.2 it remains to prove that $E \models \ell \downarrow=r \downarrow$ for all equations $\ell = r$ in $E$, where $\downarrow$ means replacement of $a$ by $\text{alt}$. As there is only one equation containing the symbol $a$, we only have to prove $E \models \text{alt} = 0 : f(\text{alt})$. This is easily proved by our basic machinery based on Theorem 3.1; it can also be proved by CIRC.

It is possible to prove $E \models a = \text{alt}$ directly by Theorem 3.1 by choosing

$$E' = \{ a = \text{alt}, f^n(a) = 1 : \text{alt}, 0 : f^n(a) = \text{alt} \mid n > 0 \}.$$  

However, since $E'$ is infinite, and the argument requires to prove $f^n(a) = 1 : 0 : f^{n+1}(a)$ for every $n > 0$, this approach is not suitable for automation.

We want to stress here that productivity of all ground terms does not imply that all functions are uniquely defined on all streams, only on stream interpretations of ground terms. In this example $[f]$ is not uniquely defined for all streams: one can make two distinct models both satisfying $E$ in which $[f](s)$ are distinct, for $s$ being the stream purely consisting of ones.

6 Implementation

We have implemented the techniques as presented in this paper in a tool called ‘Streambox’. More precisely, any stream specification with a corresponding goal can be entered, or chosen from a list, and then the tool tries to prove the goal. The basic machinery is equational reasoning in combination with circular co-induction. For equational reasoning the tool simply searches for a conversion, so does not require termination. The tool Streambox is available on-line, as well as for download:

\[ \text{http://infinity.few.vu.nl/streambox/} \]

The tool Streambox automatically proves equality of all examples included in this paper.

In this section we describe some aspects of our implementation not yet covered by the theory presented so far, in particular the implementation of special contexts, the use of case analysis, and automatic lemma search. Streambox is not stand alone: for exploiting unicity by using Theorem 5.2 it is tried to prove unicity by proving productivity by proving context-sensitive termination as described in [15] This is done by calling $\mu$-Term [11], and in case this fails by calling AProVE [4]. In this way the power of state-of-the art termination provers is exploited.
6.1 Special contexts

Theorem 4.2 extends circular co-induction with special contexts. Roughly speaking, the idea is that to derive the equality \( \text{fr}(\text{tl}(\ell)) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(r)) \), we are allowed to use equations of the form \( \text{fr}(C[\ell]) = \text{fr}(C[r]) \) for every special context \( C \), in particular for contexts using symbols for which the specification is guarded, as discussed in Theorem 4.5. For example, the special contexts for Example 2.2 include:

\[
\text{inv}(\Box), \text{inv}(\text{inv}(\Box)), \text{inv}(\text{inv}(\text{inv}(\Box))), \ldots \\
\text{zip}(\Box, s), \text{zip}(\text{inv}(\Box), s), \text{zip}(\text{inv}(\text{inv}(\Box), s), \text{zip}(\text{zip}(\Box, s), t)), \ldots
\]

Mimicking the use of these infinitely many special contexts can be done by moving the symbol \( \text{fr} \) up and down, as is described in the following lemma of which the proof is straightforward:

**Lemma 6.1.** Let \( E \) be a stream specification and \( E' \) a set of equations of sort \( s \), both not containing the symbol \( \text{fr} \).

Let \( \Sigma' \subseteq \Sigma \) such that every context over \( \Sigma' \cup \{\cdot\} \cup X_s \cup X_d \) of sort \( s \) is special. For every symbol \( f \in \Sigma' \), let \( f_\# \) be a fresh symbol of the same type. We define the set \( S(\Sigma') \) to consist of the following equations:

\[
\text{fr}(f(x_1, \ldots, x_m, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m)) = f_\#(x_1, \ldots, x_m, \text{fr}(\sigma_1), \ldots, \text{fr}(\sigma_m))
\]

for every \( f \in \Sigma' \).

Assume that the following conditions hold:

- \( E \vdash \text{hd}(\ell) = \text{hd}(r) \) for all \( \ell = r \in E' \), and
- \( E \cup \{\text{fr}(\ell) = \text{fr}(r)\} \cup S(\Sigma') \vdash \text{fr}(\text{tl}(\ell)) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(r)) \) for all \( \ell = r \in E' \).

Then \( E \vdash E' \).

Streambox derives the set \( \Sigma' \) according to Theorem 4.5, and then employs the rules given in Lemma 6.1 to treat special contexts.

6.2 Case analysis

Let us consider the following specification:

\[
\text{inv}(0 : \sigma) = 1 : \text{inv}(\sigma), \quad \text{inv}(1 : \sigma) = 0 : \text{inv}(\sigma),
\]

and prove the equation \( \text{inv}(\text{inv}(\sigma)) = \sigma \). A direct application of the basic circular co-induction principle fails: it needs the observation that every boolean stream \( \sigma \) is either of the shape \( \sigma = 0 : \sigma' \) or \( \sigma = 1 : \sigma' \).

The following straightforward lemma exploits this case analysis:

**Lemma 6.2 (Case analysis).** Let \( E \) be a stream specification such that 0 and 1 are the only data constructors. Let \( E' \cup \{\ell = r\} \) be a set of equations, and \( \sigma \) a stream variable occurring in \( \ell = r \). Then \( E \vdash E' \cup \{\ell = r\} \) if and only if

\[
E \vdash E' \cup \{\ell[\sigma \mapsto 0 : \sigma] = r[\sigma \mapsto 0 : \sigma]\} \cup \{\ell[\sigma \mapsto 1 : \sigma] = r[\sigma \mapsto 1 : \sigma]\}
\]

Applied to the above specification, the proof obligation is

\[
E \cup \{\text{fr}(\text{inv}(\text{inv}(\sigma))) = \text{fr}(\sigma)\} \vdash \{\text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{inv}(\text{inv}(0 : \sigma)))) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(0 : \sigma))\} \cup \{\text{fr}(\text{tl}(\text{inv}(1 : \sigma)))) = \text{fr}(\text{tl}(1 : \sigma))\}
\]
which is easily proved by equational reasoning.

In Streambox the focus is on boolean streams, and only this boolean version of case analysis has been implemented. For other data structures case analysis can be employed as well. For example, for streams over natural numbers one can distinguish the cases 0 : σ and s(x) : σ.

6.3 Automatic lemma search

For many examples, circular co-induction does not suffice for deriving the goal equations directly from the input system. Then it frequently helps to first find some auxiliary lemmas, which can themselves be proved using circular co-induction. These lemmas then may be employed to prove further lemmas, or the goal equations:

Lemma 6.3 (Lemma usage). Let E be a stream specification and E′, E″ sets of equations. If E |= E′, then E |= E″ if and only if E ∪ E′ |= E″.

Proof. Since E |= E′ it follows that E′ is valid in every stream model where E is valid. Hence, the set of stream models of E ∪ E′ coincides with that of E. □

Lemma 6.3 is used as follows: if earlier techniques fail to prove E |= E″, then a set E′ of small equations (the lemmas) is tried to be created for which E |= E′ can be proved, again using our approach, see below for more details. After every extension of E′ by a new equation, it is tried to prove E ∪ E′ |= E″, and as soon this succeeds we are done. In proving new lemmas in E′, it is allowed also to use earlier lemmas in E′.

The advantage with respect to circular co-induction is that the lemmas E′ enrich the conversion relation, and thereby can be fruitful for deriving the goal equations.

Our tool Streambox supports an automated search for lemmas in the following way. It enumerates small terms t₁, t₂, . . . of sort s by increasing ‘weight’. For the weight of a term t we have chosen the number of function symbols in t minus ξ-times the number of distinct variables in t (where 0 < ξ ≤ 0.1). The intention of this weight function is that the most general lemmas are encountered first. For example, it guarantees that even(zip(s, t)) is generated before before even(zip(s, s)), which in turn is found before even(zip(ones, ones)).

When tᵢ is generated, for j < i it is checked whether prefixes upon some depth are equal for tᵢ and tⱼ for replacing variables by some random streams. If this is the case, then it is tried to prove E |= tᵢ = tⱼ. If this succeeds, then tᵢ = tⱼ is added to the set E′ of lemmas.

Example 6.4. Consider the following stream specification:

\[
\begin{align*}
morse &= 0 : \text{zip}(\text{inv}(morse), \text{tl}(morse)) & \text{tl}(x : \sigma) = \sigma \\
\text{inv}(x : \sigma) &= \text{not}(x) : \text{inv}(\sigma) & \text{not}(0) = 1 \\
\text{zip}(x : \sigma, \tau) &= x : \text{zip}(\tau, \sigma) & \text{not}(1) = 0 \\
\text{toeplitz} &= 1 : \text{zip}(\text{inv}(\text{toeplitz}), \text{ones})) & \text{xor}(0 : x : xs) = x : \text{xor}(x : xs) \\
\text{ones} &= 1 : \text{ones} & \text{xor}(1 : x : xs) = \text{not}(x) : \text{xor}(x : xs)
\end{align*}
\]

with the goal of proving \(\text{toeplitz} = \text{xor}(\text{morse})\). Here \(\text{morse}\) is the Thue-Morse stream from Example 2.2, and \(\text{toeplitz}\) is a simple instance of a Toeplitz word as presented in [1], 10.11, exercise 42: \(\text{toeplitz}\) is the stream obtained by replacing the ?-symbols in the stream 101?∞ consequtively by the elements of \(\text{toeplitz}\). The equality between \(\text{toeplitz}\) and this alternative characterization can also be proved by Streambox.
Our tool Streambox succeeds in proving $\text{toeplitz} = \text{xor} (\text{morse})$ within approximately one minute. Among others, it discovers the 8 lemmas displayed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lemma</th>
<th>Uses Lemma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 $\text{xor}(\text{tl}(s)) = \text{tl}(\text{xor}(s))$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 $\text{xor}(\text{inv}(s)) = \text{xor}(s)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 $\text{inv}(\text{inv}(s)) = s$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 $\text{inv}(\text{ones}) = \text{xor}(\text{ones})$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\text{zip}(\text{inv}(t), \text{inv}(s)) = \text{inv}(\text{zip}(t, s))$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $\text{xor}(\text{xor}(\text{zip}(t, s))) = \text{zip}(\text{xor}(t), \text{xor}(s))$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 $\text{xor}(\text{zip}(\text{inv}(t), s)) = \text{inv}(\text{xor}(\text{zip}(t, s)))$</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 $\text{tl}(\text{inv}(\text{zip}(s, s))) = \text{xor}(\text{zip}(s, \text{ones}))$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 $\text{toeplitz} = \text{xor}(\text{morse})$</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using these 8 lemmas, finally the proof is given.

In the default setting only the lemmas are shown that are really used, and all proofs are given in full detail, showing the use of lemmas and co-induction hypotheses in separate colors for clarity. By choosing ‘options’ in the tool several parameters can be changed.

7 Conclusions

Streams or infinite sequences have been study extensively, see e.g., [1] and its bibliography of over 70 pages. A compact way to specify streams is by giving a set of equations. In this paper we investigated techniques for proving equality of streams automatically, given by such sets of equations. As main achievements we summarize:

- We present self-contained theory for the circular co-induction principle for streams, including special contexts, as presented in [12, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 7]. Our proofs use the standard semantics of streams being maps from naturals to data.
- We allow any set of equations on streams; in particular we do not restrict to the specific format of behavioral equations as in [9, 10, 13] in which only equations are allowed with left hand sides having $\text{hd}$ or $\text{tl}$ on top. In contrast to the approach of the tool CIRC [9] we never require termination. Our default format is the pure stream format as used in [3, 14, 15], in which specifications are often given much shorter than by behavioral equations.
- Where in [10] it is stated that the algorithm for computing special contexts is quite complex, and hence not described in detail, we have a very simple criterion for checking for a powerful class of special contexts: guarded contexts, inspired by and closely related to friendly nestingness from [3].
- We present a technique to prove stream equality by exploiting unicity: two streams are equal if one of them is uniquely defined and the other satisfies the equations of the first. For using this we need to prove unicity automatically, for which we use a technique to prove productivity by means of context-sensitive termination.
- We offer a tool Streambox combining and exploiting these techniques fully automatically. In particular, for hard examples the tool searches for lemmas autonomously, and uses derived lemmas when appropriate. In this way for several stream equalities Streambox outperforms the earlier tool CIRC [9].
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